
PIANODROME

INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
OBSERVATORY FEATURE

A living sculpture & performance space

made entirely from vintage pianos

A journey starting with 2 Scottish creative

founders' love of old and discarded pianos:

from launching a viable social enterprise to

transforming it into a global arts project.
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Those stars, numbered in their hundreds, are all members of

Edinburgh’s creative community - musicians, dancers, visual artists,

projectionists, theatre-makers, community activists and more - skilled

people who contributed time, effort and artistic inspiration to the

marvel that is the Pianodrome. Without those shining stars,

Pianodrome founders Tim Vincent-Smith and Matt Wright say their

concept for a living sculpture and performance space made entirely

from vintage pianos would never have become such a stellar

success.

From early treehouse-building adventures to the development,

decades later, of a unique living sculpture and performance space,

Tim applied his very special creative vision (and his carpentry skills)

to see the potential in abandoned pianos. Into that mix was added

Matt’s own creativity as a musician and performer, plus

organisational abilities honed from years organising gigs and club

nights. The mens’ complementary skills, plus those of the supporting

community cast, ensured that the spark of a brilliant idea really

began to ignite.

For one very special Edinburgh-based creative project, an
entire constellation of stars were involved in the transformation
of a brilliant idea into a social enterprise with global potential.
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                                 with a piano

mover led to the discovery that

Edinburgh had a seemingly unendless

supply of unwanted but beautifully

crafted pianos, a discovery which

began Matt and Tim’s collection of

uprights. Their original idea was to

create a living sculpture from the

pianos, an outdoor structure which

could be used for play and

performance, a wooden amphitheatre

which would ultimately deteriorate as

the Scottish weather played its part.

But a circle of ten pianos really lit up

the idea for an in-the-round

performance space. And what an idea!

An assemble-able venue for music,

theatre, learning and fun - circular

tiered seating made entirely from the

repurposed carcasses of unwanted

pianos, plus five tuned pianos

embedded within for playing, and fun.

Unsurprisingly, the vision for the Pianodrome took time to find its true

form - piecing together individual pianos was never going to be a

straightforward jigsaw - and would never have come to fruition

without the input of an entire army of community stars. However, the

Pianodrome concept, as both a moveable performance space and

business model, finally came to life, and made its 5-starred debut in

the glorious setting of the Royal Botanic Gardens at the Edinburgh

Fringe Festival in 2018.
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A chance encounter



An American guest at one of the early performances was so

enthralled that he commissioned a Pianodrome for his hometown in

Charlotte, North Carolina, triggering Tim and Matt to begin to think

global. With the assistance of ISEO this creative duo now plan to

provide their specialist skills to support the building of a Pianodrome

on each of the world’s five continents. Ultimately, the five

Pianodromes will be linked digitally to create immersive, spectacular

performances through a global arts project called Pianopticon.

Learning how to make a viable social enterprise from something

rooted so firmly in creative arts and performance has presented

many real challenges for the Pianodrome duo, and it took years to

achieve any income for its founders. However, progress has

continued despite the pandemic, and plans to provide consultancy,

design guides and practical support for overseas Pianodrome

partners are well underway. Pandemic permitting, America’s first

ever Pianodrome is set to debut later in 2021, and Australia looks

likely to be next in line. 

Learning how to run an enterprise which complements their own

values and beliefs has not always been easy for the Pianodrome duo,

but they’ve discovered that collaboration, communication and

compromise really can make magic happen. What’s more, this pair of

creative powerhouses have proved that their Scottish piano project

can take to a global stage.

The Pianodrome build and installation at the RBGE is documented

in the beautiful, award-winning short film ‘Instruments in the

Architecture’, by Melt the Fly: https://vimeo.com/344079660 

https://vimeo.com/344079660

